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Cold Outreach & Prospecting AMA (Pay What You Want AFTER) Replay
Choose your own payment for the replay based on what you feel this is worth to you:-)

TAKE YOUR PICK! (4 BONUS LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM):

SUPER SURPRISE GIFT: Payments under $199 are super appreciated and grants you PERMANENT ACCESS TO the recording,
transcripts, call notes and cold outreach research training PLUS a NEW SUPER SURPRISE gift valued way over $100:-)
Show more

Choose your own payment for the replay based on what you feel this is worth to 
you:-)

TAKE YOUR PICK! (4 BONUS LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM):

**SUPER SURPRISE GIFT:** Payments under $199 are super appreciated and 
grants you PERMANENT ACCESS TO the recording, transcripts, call notes and 
cold outreach research training PLUS a NEW SUPER SURPRISE gift valued way 
over $100:-)

**GREAT VALUE:** Payments over $199 grants you the Super Surprise Gift and 
get ready to be swamped with referral business because you’re getting Referral 
Mojo, Turbo Referral Mojo and Reverse Referral Mojo. I’ve never seen people go 
from overlooked to fully booked faster than getting an influencer to refer them. 

**OMG VALUE:** Payments over $499 get the Super Surprise Gift + Referral Mojo 
and everything above PLUS, because now that you can get people to 
enthusiastically to say “Yes, let’s set up a call!” with everything above… the 
missing piece is to creating opportunities on demand is what to DO and SAY on 
your calls. I call this COFFEE DATE MOJO. Coffee Date Mojo will be a Live Zoom 
shindig with bonus “get her done” calls. (Dates to be determined.) 

**BEST VALUE:** Payments over $999 get ALL the above + Back End Agency 
Mojo (BEAMER) which INCLUDES the PHONELESS SALES MACHINE. This is how 
we close $500 to $50,000 sales with Google Docs and NO sales calls or 
salespeople...USING OTHER PEOPLES LISTS AND AUDIENCES. It’s typical we get 
paid up to 50% commission on products we don't have to deliver (as mentioned in 
the replay.) 

Until now, BEAMER has never been available to the public. BEAMER has only been 
available to folks who invested up to $3,000 per month. There’s so much packed 
in BEAMER I can’t even begin to lay it all out for you: Agreements, check lists, 
Letters of Understanding, recording of sales calls, how we layout our projects, 
campaigns, and so much more. I can’t call it a business-in-a-box because it’s in 
Kajabi  but it’s the next closest thing. 

Phoneless Sales Machine sells EVERYDAY FOR $2900 - but until this replay 
comes down you can **steal BEAMER, Phoneless Sales Machine and 
EVERYTHING ELSE above for only $999.**

Whether you want to run BEAMER as a full-time cash flow machine OR as a bolt 
on biz, I’ve never found a faster way to get control of assets and start cash 
flowing. 

**ALSO INCLUDED in BEST VALUE:** LIVE ZOOM bonus “get her done” calls. 
(Dates to be determined.)

Here’s how to invest…

==⟹ **Paypal to: bummarketer2@yahoo.com**

or **Credit Card (Best Value Only)**

=⟹ [Paste link below in Browser] 

https://subscriptions.zoho.com/subscribe/180ad7a9159031a4341b577914424b19
6a2bba0f6b0532170999d0f436d01b3f/bestvalue999onetime

I don't have any fancy automation, so I will send access ASAP:-)

Rooting For Ya,
Travis

PS No rush, but I reserve the right to increase the level of investment at any time.

Reply

PayPal sent! Thanks yet again, Travis....

Bummarketer
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 Thank you, John!

Reply

PayPal sent ;) 
 
Looking forward to doubling down on outreach.

Reply

Gimme the beamer. I like to drive old bimmers so its naturally a fit.

Reply

Thanks Travis.  Investment sent for Beamer

Reply

Travis Paypal sent... $500 last Sunday and like to upgrade that to **BEST 
VALUE:**

Reply

Just invested in "Best Value" because:  
1) The first AMA made me money but this one put cash in the bank 
2) Love how you're leveraging live events into passive paydays  
3) Have no doubt the goodies behind your paywall will exponentially increase my 
business  
 
Thank you for everything you do, please take my money!

Reply

Been hanging out for the BEAMER, I'm In. :-)
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